
The #1 Racers In The World

__________________________________________________

2007 IGSA World Champion - Martin Siegrist
“Almabtrieb” - Jungholz, Austria

Martin

Almabtrieb
#1 Martin Siegrist

Alpspeed
#1 Mischo Erban

Rock & Roll World Cup
#1 Noah Sakamoto / Martin Siegrist

Martin. Mischo. Noah. Shnate. Meatball. K-Rimes. A 
different champion was crowned at every race so 

far in 2007. Different racers from different countries using 
different styles. But they settle their differences out on the 
track. And they all agree on one thing. The winners all use 
Abec 11 wheels. Martin chose his fast and predictable 
Flywheels to take the gold at the World Championships 
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in Austria. Mischo chose his quick and sticky Retro 
BigZigs to take the gold at the World Cup in Switzerland.  
K-Rimes chose to tackle the harsh track conditions with 
his ultra-smooth Pink wheels in Canada.

The reason they choose Abec 11 or the Pink or Retro 
series is simple; these wheels consistently outperform 
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Danger Bay
#1 Nate “Shnate” Lang

Vernon
#1 Tom “Meatball” Edstrand

Sullivan Challenge
#1 Kevin “K-Rimes” Reimer
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2007 IGSA World Cup Winner - Mischo Erban
“Alpspeed” - Thun, Switzerland

Mischo
Use The #1 Wheels In The World
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the competition. They are real wheels designed by real 
racers. Chris Chaput has raced in Austria, Switzerland, 
Canada, Germany, Scotland, and South Africa. He 
knows that that there isn’t such a thing as “one size fits 
all”. That’s why there are more choices under one roof 
than anywhere else on the planet. The competitive drive 
and passion for high performance is seen in every wheel. 

Over 33 years of experience has gone into the testing 
of different urethanes, hub and wheel designs. Find out 
why for yourself why Abec 11 is the gold standard in 
wheels. Feel the speed. Feel the traction. The winners 
put it all out on the line and stick with Abec 11.    

Stick with the winners.




